Contract work
**FIBO WALLSYSTEM - GREAT LOOKING AND LONGER LASTING WALL SOLUTIONS THAT SAVE TIME AND MONEY.**

Design your walls using high quality wall panels from Fibo. The Fibo wall system makes the work involving plastering, membrane and tiles redundant. Combine panels from our different collections to suit you or your clients style.

Standard panels are sized 600mm x 2400mm and can be mounted directly onto stud work, existing walls or on top of tiles. The strong laminate surface can withstand both direct water and large temperature fluctuations and panels are easy to clean, require very low maintenance and have a 15 year warranty. Our unique AquaLock system ensures the panels are easy to install.

For more information see www.fibosystem.com.

### Panels for Water-Proof Walls

- Quick and easy to install
- Mount directly onto stud work, existing walls or on top of tiles
- Low maintenance and easy to clean
- No grouting required
- Invisible joints with our unique ‘AquaLock System’
- 15 year warranty

Cleaning and maintenance:
Simply wipe with a damp cloth or a mild non-abrasive cream cleaner.
NB! Acetone or equivalent must not be used for removing stains, glue or sealant, either on panels or profiles.
Fibo Wall panels are delivered with the Fibo Aqualock system. This makes the installation easy and gives a consistent and great result.

Design approval: D21569 No.00 + US.00
Patent approval: P24306 No.00 + US.00 + EP.00
Fire class D-s1.d0

FIBO AQUALOCK, ACCESSORIES AND PROFILES
- for safe and easy installation!

AQUALOCK
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Fibo Wall panels are delivered with the Fibo Aqualock system. This makes the installation easy and gives a consistent and great result.

Design approval: D21569 No.00 + US.00
Patent approval: P24306 No.00 + US.00 + EP.00
Fire class D-s1.d0

PROPERTIES:

Note: the colours may differ slightly from the actual product.

Abbreviations: HG = High Gloss, G = Gloss, S = Silk, SL = Slate, FW = Fresh Wood (rough surface)
EM = Extra Matt, RU = Rustic, SA = Spatolatto, SC = Saw cut, C = Cement
P1 = Matt surface with high gloss pattern

ETAG 022 Approved sealants:
Fibo Seal, Fugger Seal All, Soudaseal 215 LM, CT1, Optimera Bathroom Seal and Casco Aquaseal.

Aluminium lists are delivered pre-drilled, grooved and individually plastic wrapped. * profiles also delivered in 3000 mm length.

The Fibo factory in Lyngdal

Fibo has produced panels in Lyngdal in Norway since 1952.

In 2007 a new factory was built and in 2017 it was extended and new production- and glueing lines was installed in a 15 million Euro investment.

This will increase our production capacity and reduce our impact on the environment even more than before and will be crucial for future sustainable growth.
schools and kindergardens
.. garages, gas stations
.. social housing
.. prefabricated bathrooms
.. kitchen, restaurants and shops
Vaskehall i Sundsvall
.. hotel & Camping
.. new building & renovation
A smart way to transform your bathroom wall